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All Good Deeds (Lucy Kendall #1)
2014-11-04

she s no killer she s just taking out the trash don t
call lucy kendall a serial killer she s fighting for
the innocent and she ll do whatever it takes to bring
justice when a child disappears lucy quickly discovers
the link to a predator she s faced before a man the
state of pennsylvania decided to turn loose on the
streets determined to find the little girl and put a
criminal behind bars for good lucy forces her way onto
the case as the search for the kidnapped child pulls
lucy into a web of evil beyond her darkest imagination
she ll have to face her own dark truths to save the
little girl and herself packed with suspense all good
deeds is a dark psychological thriller with a finely
crafted mystery that takes readers into the deepest
recesses of the human psyche

No Good Deed
2015

lucy kincaid understands the dangers of corruption as
an fbi agent she has witnessed some very bad deeds
committed by seemingly good people that s why she s
glad to see corrupt dea agent nicole rollins behind
bars for murder conspiracy and gunrunning but when
rollins makes a daring escape jeopardizing a busload of
children and killing five officers lucy becomes the key
to the biggest manhunt in texas history and the target
of a brilliant killer page 4 of cover

Lucy's Eggs
2006-05-11



lucy s eggs short stories and a novella is a collection
of four stories and a novella all set in homer a town
in upstate new york that is both particular and
universal in its representation of small town life rick
henry s vivid characters at once intimately familiar
and wholly unique are combined with masterful narration
to deliver a series of stories the reader will not soon
forget set in the late 1800s and early 1900s the title
story chronicles the life of lucy delano as she bears
witness to the dramatic changes that her small town
confronts fiercely independent and deeply connected to
the land lucy endures the loss of her parents desertion
by her husband and alienation by the townsfolk through
lucy s blend of strength and vulnerability henry
powerfully explores issues of individuality loneliness
and grief in the telephone girl a young man struggles
to act on his emotions for mimi the telephone girl of
the title his paralysis naïveté and repression are
deftly treated with humor and poignancy cardinal wars
details the competition between two neighbors to
attract birds specifically colorful cardinals to their
backyards for both women the birds represent the desire
for companionship and survival a bright warm blast of
color during the long bleak winter filled with energy
and life each story depicts vivid images of rural life
and the deep but subtle range of human emotion henry s
lyrical often elegiac prose is evocative of thornton
wilder and william kennedy this book will appeal to the
general reader but especially to those with an interest
in regional literature

James Fenimore Cooper: 30 Novels in
One Volume - Western Classics,
Adventure Novels & Sea Tales
2023-12-06



this carefully edited collection has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted
for readability on all devices table of contents
leatherstocking tales the deerslayer the last of the
mohicans the pathfinder the pioneers the prairie the
littlepage manuscripts satanstoe the chainbearer the
redskins the adventures of miles wallingford afloat and
ashore miles wallingford other novels precaution the
spy the pilot the red rover the wept of wish ton wish
the water witch the bravo the headsman the monikins
homeward bound home as found mercedes of castile the
two admirals the wing and wing autobiography of a
pocket handkerchief wyandotté the crater jack tier the
oak openings the sea lions james fenimore cooper 1789
1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the
early 19th century his historical romances of frontier
and indian life in the early american days created a
unique form of american literature before embarking on
his career as a writer cooper served in the u s navy as
a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his
novels and other writings the novel that launched his
career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set
during the revolutionary war he also wrote numerous sea
stories and his best known works are five historical
novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among his most famous works is
the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece

The Collected Novels of James
Fenimore Cooper: 30 Western Classics,
Adventure Novels & Sea Tales
(Illustrated)
2024-01-13



this carefully crafted ebook the collected novels of
james fenimore cooper 30 western classics adventure
novels sea tales illustrated is formatted for your
ereader with a functional and detailed table of
contents leatherstocking tales the deerslayer the last
of the mohicans the pathfinder the pioneers the prairie
the littlepage manuscripts satanstoe the chainbearer
the redskins the adventures of miles wallingford afloat
and ashore miles wallingford other novels precaution
the spy the pilot the red rover the wept of wish ton
wish the water witch the bravo the headsman the
monikins homeward bound home as found mercedes of
castile the two admirals the wing and wing
autobiography of a pocket handkerchief wyandotté the
crater jack tier the oak openings the sea lions james
fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was a prolific and popular
american writer of the early 19th century his
historical romances of frontier and indian life in the
early american days created a unique form of american
literature before embarking on his career as a writer
cooper served in the u s navy as a midshipman which
greatly influenced many of his novels and other
writings the novel that launched his career was the spy
a tale about counterespionage set during the
revolutionary war he also wrote numerous sea stories
and his best known works are five historical novels of
the frontier period known as the leatherstocking tales
among his most famous works is the romantic novel the
last of the mohicans often regarded as his masterpiece

Delphi Complete Works of James
Fenimore Cooper (Illustrated)
2013-11-17

james fenimore cooper s popular historical romances of
frontier and indian life created a unique form of



american literature spellbinding readers across both
sides of the atlantic for the first time in publishing
history delphi classics presents cooper s complete
fictional works with numerous illustrations informative
introductions and the usual delphi bonus material
version 1 beautifully illustrated with images relating
to cooper s life and works concise introductions to the
novels and other texts all 32 novels with individual
contents tables images of how the books were first
printed giving your ereader a taste of the original
texts excellent formatting of the texts famous works
such as the last of the mohicans are illustrated with
their original artwork special contents table for the
leatherstocking tales series of novels includes cooper
s last novel the ways of the hour first time in digital
print the complete short stories with rare tales
appearing for the first time includes cooper s play and
a generous selection of non fiction special criticism
section with essays evaluating cooper s contribution to
literature features two biographies discover cooper s
literary life scholarly ordering of texts into
chronological order and literary genres please visit
delphiclassics com to browse through our range of
exciting titles contents the novels precaution the spy
the pioneers the pilot lionel lincoln the last of the
mohicans the prairie the red rover the wept of wish ton
wish the water witch the bravo the heidenmauer the
headsman the abbaye des vignerons the monikins homeward
bound home as found the pathfinder mercedes of castile
the deerslayer the two admirals the wing and wing
wyandotté afloat and ashore miles wallingford satanstoe
the chainbearer the redskins the crater jack tier the
oak openings the sea lions the ways of the hour the
shorter fiction tales for fifteen or imagination and
heart no steamboats an execution at sea autobiography
of a pocket handkerchief the lake gun the play upside
down or philosophy in petticoats selected non fiction a
residence in france recollections of europe the



chronicles of cooperstown ned myers new york the
criticism discourse on the life genius and writings of
james fenimore cooper by w c bryant fenimore cooper s
literary offences by mark twain books necessary for a
liberal education by wilkie collins tales of the sea
1898 by joseph conrad various reviews by carl van doren
the biographies james fenimore cooper by thomas r
lounsbury james fenimore cooper by mary e phillips
please visit delphiclassics com to browse through our
range of exciting titles

James Fenimore Cooper: Collected
Novels
2023-12-28

this unique and meticulously edited collection of the
greatest works by james fenimore cooper includes
leatherstocking tales x000d the deerslayer x000d the
last of the mohicans x000d the pathfinder x000d the
pioneers x000d the prairie x000d the littlepage
manuscripts x000d satanstoe x000d the chainbearer x000d
the redskins x000d the adventures of miles wallingford
x000d afloat and ashore x000d miles wallingford x000d
other novels x000d precaution x000d the spy x000d the
pilot x000d the red rover x000d the wept of wish ton
wish x000d the water witch x000d the bravo x000d the
headsman x000d the monikins x000d homeward bound x000d
home as found x000d mercedes of castile x000d the two
admirals x000d the wing and wing x000d autobiography of
a pocket handkerchief x000d wyandotté x000d the crater
x000d jack tier x000d the oak openings x000d the sea
lions x000d james fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was a
prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th
century his historical romances of frontier and indian
life in the early american days created a unique form
of american literature before embarking on his career



as a writer cooper served in the u s navy as a
midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels
and other writings the novel that launched his career
was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during
the revolutionary war he also wrote numerous sea
stories and his best known works are five historical
novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among his most famous works is
the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece x000d

Sadie's New Venture
2010-02-23

sadie s back she s now 54 and still happy in the north
carolina mountains working as a glorified housekeeper
and cook she s been inspired with a new vision for the
future she s leaving no one behind all of her family
and new friends will be included in the new venture
with even a few more characters added to the mix the
new plan is daunting and seems impossible but with god
all things are possible sadie dives in with her usual
make a hole attitude she still has to face some past
issues with her famous ex husband rev anthony golden
there will be a few obstacles in the way villains
included there will be many challenges extraordinary
joys heartbreaks and of course good food sadie s
confidence in the lord s perfect will for her life
sustains her as she reaches for this amazing goal come
along for the ride immerse yourself in sadie s world it
s going to be a great time

Bethel Island
2023-02-09



m l blackburn creates a world unto itself in bethel
island saving earthaeur the world of the nephilim the
legendary hybrids of angel and man bethelaeur tm s
castle blends the hogwartsaeur tm school of harry
potter with the shadowhuntersaeur tm institutes of the
mortal instruments in a riveting tale on par with
either franchise a powerful but untrained nephilim
fifteen year old lucinda deaeur tm mon navigates her
way through an angelic education and her unknown
destiny taking the reader along in her journey of
discovery a solid portrayal as lucy attempts in baptism
by fire to make the mature choices with the mind set of
a teenager facing a rapid coming of age not always
making the smart choice such as sparing her partner
rather than pairing with him in crisis one can easily
relate to what lucy grapples with along her slippery
winding road bethel islandaeur an important read in the
legacy of the nephilim genre aeur a f roberts author of
blood light

Cooper's Novels: Wing-and-wing
1872

this carefully edited collection has been designed and
formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted
for readability on all devices table of contents
leatherstocking tales the deerslayer the last of the
mohicans the pathfinder the pioneers the prairie the
littlepage manuscripts satanstoe the chainbearer the
redskins the adventures of miles wallingford afloat and
ashore miles wallingford other novels precaution the
spy the pilot the red rover the wept of wish ton wish
the water witch the bravo the headsman the monikins
homeward bound home as found mercedes of castile the
two admirals the wing and wing autobiography of a
pocket handkerchief wyandotté the crater jack tier the



oak openings the sea lions james fenimore cooper 1789
1851 was a prolific and popular american writer of the
early 19th century his historical romances of frontier
and indian life in the early american days created a
unique form of american literature before embarking on
his career as a writer cooper served in the u s navy as
a midshipman which greatly influenced many of his
novels and other writings the novel that launched his
career was the spy a tale about counterespionage set
during the revolutionary war he also wrote numerous sea
stories and his best known works are five historical
novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among his most famous works is
the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece

Miles Wallingford
1867

this carefully crafted ebook tales of the sea premium
collection 12 maritime adventure novels in one volume
illustrated is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents novels the
pilot a tale of the sea the red rover a tale the water
witch the skimmer of the seas homeward bound the chase
a tale of the sea home as found sequel to homeward
bound mercedes of castile the voyage to cathay the two
admirals the wing and wing le feu follet jack o lantern
afloat and ashore a sea tale miles wallingford sequel
to afloat and ashore jack tier the florida reefs the
sea lions the lost sealers biography ned myers a life
before the mast james fenimore cooper 1789 1851 was a
prolific and popular american writer of the early 19th
century his historical romances of frontier and indian
life in the early american days created a unique form
of american literature before embarking on his career



as a writer cooper served in the u s navy as a
midshipman which greatly influenced many of his novels
and other writings the novel that launched his career
was the spy a tale about counterespionage set during
the revolutionary war he also wrote numerous sea
stories and his best known works are five historical
novels of the frontier period known as the
leatherstocking tales among his most famous works is
the romantic novel the last of the mohicans often
regarded as his masterpiece

Cooper's Novels: Miles Wallingford:
sequel to Afloat and ashore
1861

the prolific author of vintage thrillers fergus hume
rose to fame following the publication of his first
novel the mystery of a hansom cab it became the best
selling mystery novel of the victorian era and went on
to inspire arthur conan doyle to write a study in
scarlet featuring sherlock holmes this comprehensive
ebook presents hume s collected works with numerous
illustrations rare texts appearing in digital print for
the first time informative introductions and the usual
delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated
with images relating to hume s life and works concise
introductions to the major novels 64 novels with
individual contents tables features many rare novels
for the first time in digital publishing images of how
the books were first published giving your ereader a
taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the
texts famous works are fully illustrated with their
original artwork rare story collections special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the
short stories easily locate the short stories you want
to read scholarly ordering of texts into chronological



order and literary genres please visit delphiclassics
com to browse through our range of exciting titles
contents the novels the mystery of a hansom cab
professor brankel s secret madame midas the girl from
malta the piccadilly puzzle the gentleman who vanished
miss mephistopheles the man with a secret a creature of
the night monsieur judas when i lived in bohemia whom
god hath joined the fever of life the chinese jar the
island of fantasy the harlequin opal the lone inn the
gates of dawn the third volume the white prior tracked
by a tattoo the clock struck one the rainbow feather
the devil stick the red headed man the silent house in
pimlico the indian bangle the crimson cryptogram the
vanishing of tera the bishop s secret the lady from
nowhere a traitor in london the millionaire mystery a
woman s burden the pagan s cup the turnpike house a
coin of edward vii the silver bullet the yellow holly
the mandarin s fan the red window the white room the
secret passage lady jim of curzon street the opal
serpent the wooden hand the black patch the purple fern
the amethyst cross the sealed message the green mummy
the crowned skull the sacred herb the solitary farm the
peacock of jewels the mikado jewel the spider the pink
shop the mystery queen red money a son of perdition in
queer street the lost parchment the red bicycle the
short story collections chronicles of faeryland the
dwarf s chamber and other stories hagar of the pawn
shop the dancer in red the short stories list of short
stories in chronological order list of short stories in
alphabetical order please visit delphiclassics com to
browse through our range of exciting titles or to
purchase this ebook as a parts edition of individual
ebooks

The Works of James Fenimore Cooper:



Miles Wallingford
1896

on a hot and dusty december day in 1980 the bodies of
four american women three of them catholic nuns were
pulled from a hastily dug grave in a field outside san
salvador they had been murdered two nights before by
the us trained el salvadoran military news of the
killing shocked the american public and set off a
decade of debate over cold war policy in latin america
the women themselves became symbols and martyrs shorn
of context and background in a radical faith journalist
eileen markey breathes life back into one of these
women sister maura clarke who was this woman in the
dirt what led her to this vicious death so far from
home maura was raised in a tight knit irish immigrant
community in queens new york during world war ii she
became a missionary as a means to a life outside her
small orderly world and by the 1970s was organizing and
marching for liberation alongside the poor of nicaragua
and el salvador maura s story offers a window into the
evolution of postwar catholicism from an inward looking
protective institution in the 1950s to a community of
people grappling with what it meant to live with
purpose in a shockingly violent world at its heart a
radical faith is an intimate portrait of one woman s
spiritual and political transformation and her
courageous devotion to justice

Miles Wallingford
1861

samantha davies and her southern belle cousin candie
can t wait to join their fellow hookers rug hookers
that is for the first annual wings falls hook in



sponsored by her good friend lucy who owns the ewe and
me woolery sam is looking forward to an afternoon with
her fellow hookers the loopy ladies filled with gossip
food and buying lots of wool for her rug making
projects but what should be friendly fun turns into a
deadly disaster when samantha stumbles upon a fellow
hooker in distress who dies in sam s arms before help
can reach her the dead woman hilda pratt wasn t exactly
beloved by all least of all lucy hilda had been copying
lucy s designs and selling them on the internet as her
own and when sam s new boyfriend a detective hank
johnson of the wings falls police force determines that
hilda did not die of natural causes lucy and the loopy
ladies become suspects in the woman s murder it s
suddenly up to sam and candie to ferret out a killer
among the tight knit world of rug hooking with her
faithful dachshund porkchop in tow sam wades through
the suspects and finds hilda had more than one enemy
among those closest to her but can sam figure out which
one is a murderer before it s too late what a wonderful
series debut with a delightful small town mystery that
immediately captivated me and kept me entertained and
engaged until i read the last word pamela r mitchell
top reviewer

The Works of J. Fenimore Cooper
1884

through close examination of louisa may alcott s
letters journals and published writings this book
argues that alcott responds to charlotte bronte s woman
s heart but resists her british soul

Cooper's Novels
1861



set in america after 2008 a journey a reckoning and a
miracle follows the stories of lucy a seventeen year
old rapture believer who travels on a pilgrimage to
honor the dead but finds the living george a former
leader who through suffering finally acknowledges his
tragic mistakes and begins atonement and judith a
severely wounded iraq war vet who recovers her identity
voice and sense of humor with the help of her loved
ones

Novels
1873

for readers who love lisa gardner lisa jackson and
allison brennan a free romantic thriller the truth can
be as deadly as any weapon jaymee ballard trusted only
one person in roselea mississippi with the secret of
her lost daughter when that person is brutally murdered
it leaves her with heartbreak and a slew of unanswered
questions the eerie similarity to a murder of one of
jaymee s close friends years ago causes her to realize
her past has come back to haunt her and may cost her
own life years of deception and abuse leave jaymee with
few options and fewer allies she turns to the widower
of her friend a man struggling with his own demons to
help her find her daughter and identify the killer
before he strikes again before all evidence the truth
and jaymee s daughter are lost tin god is a romantic
thriller set in a small town filled with pulse pounding
suspense and featuring a strong female protagonist this
mystery leaves the reader wanting more

Works ....
1861



it s pitch black when poor katherine is dragged from
her cell at the vampire castle hidden in germany she s
fallen pregnant with the vampire king s baby and is
forced to leave before the rest of his family finds out
he abandons her alone in the outside world taken from
everyone she s ever known katherine is without any
knowledge of the human world around her will she be
able to make it on her own with a child on the way
follow the story of a young woman as she makes her way
learning about the human world around her before she is
forced to give birth to a monster will katherine be
able to care for herself and her child or will the baby
be more monster than human thirsting for her blood
becoming the death of them both

Afloat & ashore, sequel to Miles
Wallingford
1856

this book traces the origins of the chinese sisters of
the precious blood in hong kong and their history up to
the early 1970s and contributes to the neglected area
of chinese catholic women in the history of the chinese
catholic church it studies the growth of an indigenous
community of chinese sisters who acquired a formal
status in the local and universal catholic church and
the challenge of identifying chinese catholic women in
studies dealing with the chinese church in the first
half of the twentieth century as these women remained
faceless and nameless in contrast to their catholic
male counterparts of the period emphasizing the
intertwining histories of the hong kong church the
churches in china and the roman catholic church it
demonstrates how the history of the precious blood
congregation throws light on the formation and
development of indigenous groups of sisters in



contemporary china

Afloat & Ashore
1856

phyllis bentley returns to the west riding to tell
tales of life love murder betrayal and friendship
amongst the familiar mills towns and rolling hills we
find heart warming and sometimes heartbreaking
characters brought to life with bentley s
charismatically authentic touch broken into two parts
past events and present occasions we visit first the
west riding of the late victorian and early edwardian
eras we witness a man lie cheat and kill for the object
of his desire friends are pulled apart by their own
rivalry a child is punished for the crimes of her
parents in the sometimes harsh reality of this period
we still find companionship humour and hope in present
occasions we return to the more modern west riding of
the 1970 s here although time has moved on we see the
same salt of the earth characters but is there a place
for the mills with their traditional ways of life in
the modern world this charming collection of stories
first published in 1974 is a wonderful example of
bentley s literary skill and a welcome return for her
many fans to the west riding

JAMES FENIMORE COOPER: 30 Novels in
One Volume - Western Classics,
Adventure Novels & Sea Tales
(Illustrated Edition)
2017-05-29

the ground covered by these essays also reflects this



diversity literary works discussed include the film
bless their little hearts abraham cahan s book the rise
of david levinsky edgar allan poe s antebellum novel
the narrative of arthur gordon pym and the journal
jewish studies other subjects discussed include the
ideology of an eighteenth century survey course the
rhetorical authority of the feminist teacher readers of
the broadway musical the incommensurate historical
accounts of europeans and native americans and the
mainstream media s one sided coverage of the gulf war

Cooper's Sea Tales
1857

good press presents to you this carefully created
volume of the greatest thrillers of fergus hume this
ebook has been designed and formatted to the highest
digital standards and adjusted for readability on all
devices fergus hume 1859 1932 was a prolific english
novelist his self published novel the mystery of a
hansom cab became a great success hume based his
descriptions of poor urban life on his knowledge of
little bourke street it eventually became the best
selling mystery novel of the victorian era author john
sutherland terming it the most sensationally popular
crime and detective novel of the century table of
contents the mystery of a hansom cab hagar of the pawn
shop the bishop s secret the pagan s cup a coin of
edward vii the secret passage the opal serpent the
green mummy the mystery queen red money

Afloat and Ashore; Or, The Adventures
of Miles Wallingford
1844



TALES OF THE SEA – Premium
Collection: 12 Maritime Adventure
Novels in One Volume (Illustrated)
2016-07-05

Delphi Collected Works of Fergus Hume
(Illustrated)
2018-01-11

A Radical Faith
2016-11-08

A Doggone Death
2022-11-08

Village Rhymes
1831

Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
1982-02



Louisa May Alcott and Charlotte
Bronte
2003-10

A Journey, a Reckoning, and a Miracle
2009

Tin God (Delta Crossroads #1)
2021-03-16

Running from Blood
2016-11-09

The Chinese Sisters of the Precious
Blood and the Evolution of the
Catholic Church
1892

The crater. Miles Wallingford.
Homeward bound
2014-02-18



More Tales of the West Riding
1994

Styles of Cultural Activism
1856

Old Memories
2023-11-29

The Greatest Thrillers of Fergus Hume
1852

The Myrtle
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